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Introduction 

Across the World, consumers are purchasing at home DNA testing kits ro find out where 

their ancestors are from, find lost relatives, and even determine the likelihood of developing 

diseases such as Alzheimer’s. Currently, the consumer global genetic testing market, which 

includes companies such as 23AndMe, is expected to grow by 12.5% every year according to a 

Market Research Report from Knowledge Souring Intelligence, LLP (2021). Dystopian media 

such as Gattaca warns of the negative consequences of extreme cases of widespread sharing of 

this data to the government, employers, and even the general public. In the United States, an 

individuals right to privacy is often protected by laws that keep the Government, law 

enforcement, and employers from spying on citizens, searching private property, or disclosing 

medical records. These are all practices used to make American Citizens feel that their personal 

information is protected and inhibit unethical use of that information. The existence of these laws 

shows the importance placed on personal information privacy by the American people. With the 

growth of consumer genetic testing, how could the widespread documentation and storage of 

genomic data and the sociotechnical systems associated with it, impact public understanding and 

perception of privacy in the United States?  

This question is analyzed using Sheila Jasanoff’s framework of Co-Production which will 

be used to discuss the current understanding of privacy under the current sociotechnical system, 

as well as the emerging understanding and discourse with the emerging sociotechnical system 

associated with genetic data. 
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Background 

 As a concept, privacy has many different definitions and uses. Within this paper, there are 

two definitions that apply. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines 

privacy in a cybersecurity sense as the “assurance that the confidentiality of, and access to, 

certain information about an entity is protected” (NIST, n.d.). The second definition refers to 

privacy as information control and defines privacy as “individuals, groups, or institutions 

[choice] to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is 

communicated to others” (Trepte, 2021). The first definition will be used with regards to how 

confident consumers are in the privacy of their data within a database and their trust in the 

cybersecurity of the database. The second definition will be used when the alternative uses of 

genetic data provided by consumer tests is discussed. 

Consumer genetic testing within the context of this paper refers to the at home tests that 

are mailed to the supplying company once completed. The companies being used for this 

research are: Ancestry.com, 23andMe, and GEDmatch are online services that allow consumers 

trace their ancestry, connect to relatives they did not know existed, or test for risk levels for 

diseases such as Alzheimer’s. These companies keep the genetic information in online databases 

and most offer consumers the option to decide whether or not to share their genetic information 

with researchers. According to 23andMe’s privacy statement, when a user has opted into their 

data being used for research, it is “stripped of … identifying information” to ensure anonymity of 

users (23andMe, 2022). This research is often related to diseases such as Alzheimer’s or drug 

development (Wetsman, 2020). 

The sociotechnical model that will be used as the baseline perception towards the privacy 

of ones personal disclosed information is the model and perception of privacy with respect to 
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social media. Social media is dependent on the trust of users with the company to act as an 

intermediary to facilitate the exchange of information between users (Mamonov & Koufaris, 

2014). Using the privacy definition defined above from Trepte, social media users perceive a 

privacy breach as occurring when the information that has been provided to the site to facilitate 

this transfer of information between users is used shared without the user being informed of the 

possibility, or when their data is removed without their consent. 

STS Framework 

The STS framework of Co-Production is used in this paper to answer the research 

question: how could the widespread documentation and storage of genomic data and the 

sociotechnical systems associated with it, impact public understanding and perception of privacy 

in the United States? The creator of Co-Production Sheila Jasanoff defines the framework on her 

webite as “scientific ideas and beliefs, and (often) associated technological artifacts, evolve 

together with representations, identities, discourses, and institutions that give practical effect and 

meaning to ideas and objects” (Jasanoff, n.d.). Co-production is divided into constitutional 

analysis and interactional analysis. Constitutional analysis deals with the “emergence of new 

socio-technical formations” and “seeks to account for how people perceive elements of nature 

and society”. Interactional analysis pertains to the “conflicts within existing formations” and 

“how we know” not what we know (Jasanoff, 2004). These components analyze different aspects 

of the system and are used to show the changes between the existing system and past systems. 

Jasanoff’s framework of co-production was used by Rohith Jampani to explore the 

relationship between voters and social media in the 2016 Presidential election for her 

Undergraduate Thesis. Jampani used co-production by exploring the relationship between social 

media and individuals, and how the increased use of social media for political news led to an 
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increase in politicians and foreign governments utilizing the platform to spread disinformation 

(Jampani, 2022). This example uses co-production because the existing system of information 

dissemination by politicians, governments, and foul players was put in conflict with the new 

emerging system using social media. To improve upon the analysis, the author should have 

provided examples of how the widespread use of social media changed how disinformation was 

spread by exploring how disinformation was spread prior to the use of social media or declaring 

that this phenomenon came about due to social media and did not exist previously. 

There is research into the privacy of genomic databases and biobanks, however no 

research was found with respect to science, technology and society frameworks. There are 

discussions surrounding the privacy of biobanks and consumer genetic testing that will be 

discussed later within the scope of co-production, but no research was found that explores this 

topic within STS. This research fills a gap in the sociotechnical analysis of genetic databases and 

consumer genetic testing. 

Research Question and Methods 

A discourse analysis was conducted using sources collected from: Google scholar, Web 

of Knowledge Web of Science, and ProQuest as provided by the University of Virginia Library 

system to answer the question: With the growth of consumer genetic testing, how could the 

widespread documentation and storage of genomic data and the sociotechnical systems that are 

associated with it, impact public understanding and perception of privacy in the United States? 

Keywords and key phrases used to conduct this research included: “genetic databases”, 

“privacy”, “perception of privacy”, “biobanks”, and “genetic data”. Case studies and survey data 

were the primary types of sources gathered for this research. The terms and Conditions and 

Privacy Statements of 23andMe, Ancestry, and GEDmatch are used to provide data regarding 
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consumer genetic data use and privacy controls allowed to the user. The research question is 

answered, analyzed, and subsequently organized using the two components of the frameworks: 

constitutional and interactional. A presentation of results and discussion will be followed by the 

limitations of this research and conclude with a short summary of results. 

Results and Discussion 

 Privacy is a construct in many social systems. What people perceive as private 

information and what private information they are willing to share depends on the social systems 

surrounding opportunities to share data. For DTC genetic testing, there is a willingness to 

overlook privacy concerns in favor of future improvements and investments such as new medical 

technology created from the genes provided by DTC genetic testing companies. The perception 

varies with age, race, and socioeconomic status, but overall, there is a lower risk/reward 

interpretation with the use of genetic data to the privacy of other forms of personal data. The 

following section is an analysis of the points made above within the confines of the two themes 

of Co-Production, constitutional and interactional analysis. The constitutional analysis will 

discuss what the system looks like, and present statistics about how individuals actually view 

privacy within the context of genetic testing. The interactional portion will discuss how the 

system described in the constitutional section differs from other systems such as social media 

privacy or general medical data. 

Constitutional  

This section discusses the socio-technical system that has been formed around DTC 

genetic testing and privacy as it is in its current state. There are many different stakeholders that 

play a role in the formation and sustainment of this system, but the following will be discussed: 

consumers of DTC genetic tests, providers of DTC genetic testing, researchers, and Government. 
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Consumers are a crucial stakeholder in this sociotechnical system. They are the 

individuals who’s genetic data is potentially at risk, allow or disallow corporations, researcher, 

law enforcement, and government to use or sell their genetic data for their own gain. Curiosity 

about one’s own genome persuades many individuals to purchase DTC genetic testing kits in 

order to find out more about themselves, their background, or their family.  These individuals are 

protected to some extent under the laws in the United States in the event that their data is 

released and used. 

The individual consumers fall into identity groups that impact their understanding of and 

willingness to participate in genetic testing and share that data with others. Factors that 

contribute include age, race, and socioeconomic status. In a survey conducted by Sanderson et 

al., these identities were explored further. It was found that Black survey participants were much 

less likely, around 15% less, to be willing to share their genetic data with researchers when 

compared to white participants (Sanderson et al., 2017).  Another survey conducted through 

University of Illinois, reveals that older individuals are more likely to publicly share their genetic 

data than younger counterparts. This was attributed to the idea that any negative effects of 

sharing information and potentially being identified would likely not be felt in their lifetime, 

while younger individuals had the opportunity to face those consequences (Naveed et al., 2015). 

The socioeconomic distinctions are attributed mostly to the cost of DTC genetic testing. Amazon 

has ancestryDNA tests listed between $99 and $150, and 23andMe has tests as much as $230 

with extra features. The cost barrier limits the percentage of available consumers of this product 

and therefore stakeholders in the system.  
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Genomic and other medical researchers are another group involved in the discussion of 

privacy and genetic data. Most DTC genetic testing companies such as ancestryDNA and 

23andMe have an option to allow consumers data to be used for research by themselves and 

third-party partners in an anonymized form. 23andMe’s research consent document states that 

they: “conduct [their] own research and support the work of other researchers around the world 

by collaborating and publishing [their] findings in scientific journals. Results of [their] research 

may be used to help develop new ways to diagnose and treat disease” (DNA Genetic Testing & 

Analysis, n.d.). This means that these companies are sending large amounts of diverse genetic 

data into the research pool to aid in the development of live saving drugs and procedures. 

The use of genetic data for life saving research is a strong motivator for many study 

participants to select to share their data online to researchers. One participant in a study funded 

by the National Institute of Health responded that: 

“Sharing my genetic information may be just the missing piece that the researchers need 
to advance good health and avoid diseases, and there may be something in my 
information that stands out that they didn’t get in all the other people they’ve been 
studying”(Oliver et al., 2012). 

While other participants raised concerns of “lack of control over who could access their 

information in the public domain” and a fear that their data could be used for “morally 

objectionable research.” However, overall most participants decided that if there was a need to 

sacrifice privacy for advancing lifesaving research, that the research was the priority (Oliver et 

al., 2012). This connection between consumers and researchers suggests that information privacy 

and control of access is not a priority for consumers in this sociotechnical system.   
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DTC test providers often sell anonymized genetic information to pharmaceutical 

companies like mentioned above. In the U.S, pharmaceuticals are a large business with half of 

the top 20 pharmaceutical companies being U.S based companies with a combined revenue of 

nearly $400 billion (Kevin Dunleavy, 2022). The potential profit associated with pharmaceutical 

research incentivizes DTC providers to encourage consumers to allow for the sharing of their 

data while also establishing trust within their consumer base that their data is protected from 

wrongdoers and nondisclosed partners. If that trust is lost, then DTC providers lose a large 

customer base because most providers allow consumers to revoke consent to use their data for 

research at any time and jeopardizes the business model. 

The government attempts to protect genetic data from being used to discriminate against 

others through the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA). This Act 

extends the protections of HIPPA to genetic data as well to prohibit employers or health 

insurance companies from discriminating against potential candidates due to their genetic 

predispositions. (Genetic discrimination, n.d). 

Interactional  

 This section discusses how the system described above differs from existing 

sociotechnical systems. The conversations surrounding genetic privacy align most often with 

conversations about medical history and medical privacy.  Genetic data and medical data can 

both contain important information regarding the likelihood of taking sick leave from work, or 

preexisting conditions that could affect health insurance rates. This similarity resulted in the 

passing of GINA which, like mentioned above, extended HIPPA rules to individuals’ genetic 

data within the United States. Even with these similarities, the perception of what is and is not 
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private differs greatly between medical and genomic data privacy. While genetic data may have 

minimal negative effects on individuals now, there is a chance that the effects greatly increase in 

the next decade. For medical data, what’s known is known, and while knowledge of hereditary 

diseases such as Alzheimer’s can impact one’s children and grandchildren, the scale is much 

smaller. This is shown by the increased willingness of elderly people to share their genetic data 

openly online while young individuals and parents of young kids are more reluctant. 

 The internet and widespread use of online databases and online usage tracking changed 

the way many people view privacy. For many, it created a two-factor decision about sharing 

personal data. What are the positives and negatives of releasing this private data? Will the 

attention from posting about it on social media outweigh the potential problems with an aspect of 

my medical data being published online (Tan & Pivot, 2015)? The sociotechnical system 

associated with genomic data takes this idea further and therefore conflicts with the idea 

presented above. It is not only “how will I benefit if I share this” and is now “does my right to 

privacy outweigh the potential long term research benefits of me sharing this data”?  

 The constitutional analysis section mentioned how this new system involves the tradeoff 

between privacy and aiding in medical breakthroughs. This is significant because, going back to 

the definition of privacy, most individuals believe that the greater good is worth the risks to 

themselves in sharing the information. This brings a level of outside involvement into the 

decision-making process on the control of one’s information. Much of the perception of genetic 

privacy suggests that privacy is a luxury that stands in the way of progress in some cases. This 

future centric, unaffected outlook conflicts with the presented sociotechnical system that is self-

centered and immediate outcome focused. 
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 The review of research was not comprehensive of all sources and studies pertaining to the 

privacy of genetic data. Very few studies directly talk about how consumers view their privacy 

with DTC genetic testing products versus how they perceive privacy in other aspects such as 

social media. Due to the limited participant pool available within the scope of this project, a 

survey of DTC genetic testing consumers was not conducted. Future research should conduct a 

survey of DTC genetic testing participants and ask questions related to how participants feel 

about their privacy with DTC genetic testing and similar questions about perceived privacy with 

research specific genetic testing or social media. This survey will supplement the conclusions 

drawn in this paper. Other students or organizations concerned with consumer privacy should 

conduct this research. 

Conclusion: 

 How privacy is perceived by society changes as technologies change. DTC genetic 

testing is now a very prevalent part of society and introduces a new risk to participants and their 

families. This has altered how Americans view privacy and how creates a more society centric 

system which turns away from traditional self-centric consequences of data sharing. The 

willingness to accept risk in exchange for potential future improvements is an idea that is very 

utilitarian in nature but speaks to a desire for a “greater good” from American society involved in 

DTC genetic testing. 
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